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Abstract. Consider scenes deteriorated by reections o� a semi-reecting
medium (e.g., a glass window) that lies between the observer and an ob-
ject. We present two approaches to recover the superimposed scenes.
The �rst one is based on a focus cue, and can be generalized to vol-
umetric imaging with multiple layers. The second method, based on a
polarization cue, can automatically label the reconstructed scenes as re-
ected/transmitted. It is also demonstrated how to blindly determine the
imaging PSF or the orientation of the invisible (semi-reecting) surface
in space in such situations.

1 Introduction

This work deals with the situation in which the projection of the scene on the

image plane is multi-valued due to the superposition of several contributions.

This situation is encountered while looking through a window, where we see

both the outside world (termed real object [12,13]), and a semi-reection of

the objects inside, termed virtual objects. It is also encountered in microscopy

and tomography, where viewing a transparent object slice is disturbed by the

superposition of adjacent defocused slices. Our goal is to clear the the disturbing

crosstalk of the superimposing contributions, and gain information on the scene

structure.

Previous treatment of this situation has been based mainly on motion [3, 7, 9,

13,23, 26], and stereo [4, 22]. Polarization cues have been used for such scenarios
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in Refs. [8, 12]. Thorough polarization analysis, that enabled the labeling of the

layers was done in [17{19,21]. This paper refers to these methods, and deals also

with the use of depth of �eld (DOF) to analyze images. DOF has been utilized

for analysis of transparent layers mainly in microscopy [1, 5, 6, 11], but mainly

in cases of opaque (and occluding) layers, as in [2,10].

Following [14] we show that the methods that rely on motion and stereo are

closely related to approaches based on DOF. Then, we show how to recover the

transparent layers using a focus cue. In the case of semireections, we follow

Refs. [15, 16, 20] to show that two raw images are adequate to recover the layers.

The recovery is done in conjunction to a simple way to estimate the transfer

function between the images, based on the raw images, yielding the optimal

layer separation. We then show how to label each layer as reected or transmitted

using a polarization cue, which also indicates the orientation of the invisible semi-

reecting window in space. Following [17{19,21], our use of the polarization cue

is e�ective also away from the Brewster angle.

2 Distance Cues

2.1 Defocus vs. Stereo or Motion

Depth cues are usually very important for the separation of transparent layers. In

microscopy, each superimposing layer is at a di�erent distance from the objective.

Hence when one layer is focused (at a certain image slice) the others are defocus

blurred, and this serves as the handle for removal of the inter-layer crosstalk. In

case of semi-reected scenes, the real object is unrelated to the virtual object.

So, it is reasonable that also in this case the distance of each layer from the

imaging system is di�erent. Therefore, if the scene is viewed by a stereo system,

each layer will have a di�erent disparity; if the camera is moved, each layer will

have di�erent motion parameters; and again, if one layer is focused, the other is

defocused.

Note that depth from defocus blur or focus are realizations of triangulation

just as depth from stereo or motion are realizations of this principle [14]. Con-

sider Fig. 1, where a stereo (or depth from motion) system is viewing the same

scene as a monocular wide aperture camera of the same physical dimensions:

the stereo baseline D is the the same as the lens aperture, the distance from

the lens to the sensor, v, is the same, and the stereo system is �xated on a

point at the same distance at which the wide-aperture system is focused. Then,

the disparity is equal to the defocus blur diameter, under the geometric optics

approximation [14].

Therefore, algorithms developed based on defocus blur can be applied to

approaches based on stereo or motion, and vice-versa. Besides, these approaches

will have similar fundamental limitations. Particularly for the scenarios treated

in this work, seeking a separation of two transparent layers out of two raw images,

in each of which the focus is di�erent, is equivalent to separating the layers

using two raw images in which the disparities are di�erent. Blind estimation
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Fig. 1. [Left] The image of a defocused object point at a certain distance is a blur
circle of diameter d. [Middle] Its image becomes two points separated by d, if the
lens is blocked except for two pinholes at opposite sides on the lens perimeter. [Right]
The disparity equals the same d in a stereo/motion system having the same physical
dimensions and �xating on the point at the same distance as the point focused by the
system on the left.

of the defocus blur kernels (or the transfer functions of the imaging system) is

equivalent to seeking the motion parameters between the two stereo raw images.

In this section we treat the transparent-layers problem using methods that

rely on defocus blur. However, due to the close relationship of defocus to stereo

and motion, the reader may generally interchange the \defocus parameters"

with \motion parameters" and extend the conclusions to classical triangulation

approaches.

2.2 Recovery from Known Transfer Functions

Consider a two-layered scene. We acquire two images, such that in each image

one of the layers is in focus. Assume for the moment that we also have an estimate

of the blur kernel operating on each layer, when the camera is focused on the

other one. Let layer f1 be superimposed on layer f2. We consider only the slices

ga and gb, in which either layer f1 or layer f2, respectively, is in focus. The other

layer is blurred. Modeling the blur as convolution with blur kernels,

ga = f1 + f2 � h2a gb = f2 + f1 � h1b : (1)

In the frequency domain Eqs. (1) take the form

Ga = F1 +H2aF2 Gb = F2 +H1bF1 : (2)
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The naive inverse �ltering solution of the problem is

bF1 = B(Ga �GbH2a) bF2 = B(Gb �GaH1b) ; (3)

where

B = (1�H1bH2a)
�1

: (4)

As the frequency decreases, H2aH1b ! 1, and then B !1, hence the solution

is unstable. Moreover, due to energy conservation, the average gray level (DC)

is not a�ected by defocusing (H2aH1b = 1), hence its recovery is ill posed. How-

ever, the problem is well posed and stable at the high frequencies. This behavior

also exists in separation methods that rely on motion [15,16], as expected from

the discussion in section 2.1. Note that this is quite opposite to typical recon-

struction problems, in which instability and noise ampli�cation appear in the

high frequencies.

If H2aH1b 6= 1 (that is, except at the DC), B can be approximated by the

series bB(m) =

mX
k=1

(H1bH2a)
k�1

: (5)

The approximate solutions bF1(m); bF2(m) are thus parameterized by m which

controls how close the �lter bB(m) is to the inverse �lter, and is analogous to reg-

ularization parameters in typical inversion methods. We de�ne the basic solution

as the result of using m = 1.

Another approach to layer separation is based on using as input a pinhole

image and a focused slice, rather than two focused slices. Acquiring one image

via a very small aperture (\pinhole camera") leads to a simpler algorithm, since

just a single slice with one of the layers in focus is needed. The advantage is

that the two images are taken without changing the axial positions of the sys-

tem components, hence no geometric distortions arise. The \pinhole" image is

described by

g0 = (f1 + f2)=a ; (6)

where 1=a is the attenuation of the intensity due to contraction of the aperture.

This image is used in conjunction with one of the focused slices of Eq. (1), for

example ga. The inverse �ltering solution is

bF1 = S(Ga � aG0H2a) bF2 = S(aG0 �Ga) ; (7)

where

S = (1�H2a)
�1

: (8)

Also in this method the �lter S can be approximated by

bS(m) =

mX
k=1

Hk�1

2a
: (9)
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2.3 Blind Estimation of the Transfer Functions

The imaging PSFs (and thus their corresponding transfer functions) may be

di�erent than the ones we estimate and use in the reconstruction algorithm. As

shown in [16, 20] an error in the PSF leads to contamination of the recovered

layer by its complementary. The larger B̂ is, the stronger is the ampli�cation

of this disturbance. Note that B̂(m) monotonically increases with m, within

the support of the blur transfer function if H1bH2a > 0, as is the case when

the recovery PSFs are Gaussians. Thus, we may expect that the best sense of

separation will be achieved in the basic solution, even though the low frequencies

are less attenuated and better balanced with the high frequencies at higher m's.

We wish to achieve self-calibration, i.e., to estimate the kernels out of the

images themselves. This enables blind separation and restoration of the layers.

Thus, we need a criterion for layer separation. It is reasonable to assume that

the statistical dependence of the real and virtual layers is small since they usu-

ally originate from unrelated scenes. Mutual information measures how far the

images are from statistical independence [16]. We thus assume that if the layers

are correctly separated, each of their estimates contains minimum information

about the other. Mutual information was suggested and used as a criterion for

alignment in [24,25], where its maximum was sought. We use this measure to

look for the highest discrepancy between images, thus minimizing it. To decrease

the dependence of the estimated mutual information on the dynamic range and

brightness of the individual layers, it was normalized by the mean entropy of

the estimated layers, when treated as individual images. This measure, denoted

In, indicates the ratio of mutual information to the self information of a layer.

Additional details are given in [16,20].

The recovered layers depend on the kernels used. Therefore, seeking the ker-

nels can be stated as a minimization problem:

[~h1b; ~h2a] = arg min
h1b ;h2a

In(f̂1; f̂2) : (10)

As noted above, errors in the kernels lead to crosstalk (contamination) of the

estimated layers, which is expected to increase their mutual information. To

simplify the problem, the kernels can be assumed to be Gaussians. Then, the

kernels are parameterized only by their standard deviations (proportional to the

blur radii). The blurring along the sensor raster rows may be di�erent than the

blurring along the columns. So, generally we assigned a di�erent blur \radius"

to each axis. If two slices are used, there are two kernels, and the optimization

is done over a total of four parameters. When a single focused slice is used in

conjunction with a \pinhole" image, the problem is much simpler. We need to

determine the parameters of only one kernel, and the factor a. a can be indicated

from the ratio of the f-numbers of the camera in the two states, or from the ratio

of the average values of the images.
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2.4 Recovery Experiments

A print of the \Portrait of Doctor Gachet" (by van-Gogh) was positioned closely

behind a glass window. The window partly reected a more distant picture, a

part of a print of the \Parasol" (by Goya). The cross correlation between the

raw (focused) images is 0.98. The normalized mutual information is In � 0:5

indicating that signi�cant separation is achieved by the focusing process, but

that substantial crosstalk remains. The basic solution (m = 1) based on the

optimal parameters is shown at the middle row of Fig. 2. It has In � 0:006 (two

orders of magnitude better than the raw images). Using m = 5 yields better a

balance between the low and high frequency components, but In increased to

about 0.02. As noted above, the theory [16, 20] indicates that an error in the

PSF model, yields a stronger crosstalk for larger m. Hence this increase in In
may originate from the inaccuracy of our assumption of a Gaussian model.

In another example, the scene consisted of a print of the \Portrait of Armand

Roulin" as the close layer and a print of a part of the \Miracle of San Antonio"

as the far layer. Here we used a �xed focus setting, and changed the aperture

between image acquisitions. The slice in which the far layer is focused (using the

wide aperture) is at the top-left of Fig. 3, and the \pinhole" image is to its right.

The basic solution based on the optimal parameters is shown on the bottom of

Fig. 3. The \Portrait" is revealed.

3 Labeling by a Polarization Cue

3.1 Recovery from a Known Inclination Angle

Distance cues do not indicate which of the layers is the reected (virtual) one, and

which is the transmitted (real) one. However, polarization cues give us a simple

way to achieve both the layer separation and their labeling as real/virtual. At

the semi-reecting medium (e.g, a glass window) the reection coeÆcients are

di�erent for each of the light polarization components, and are denoted by ~R?
and ~Rk for the polarization components perpendicular and parallel to the plane

of incidence, respectively. They can be analytically derived as functions of the

surface inclination (angle of incidence, ') from the Fresnel equations [17, 21],

taking into account the e�ect of internal reections [17, 19] in the medium. The

transmission coeÆcient of each component is given by

~T = 1� ~R : (11)

We denote the image due to the real layer (with no window) by IT and

the image due to the virtual layer (assuming a perfect mirror replacing the

window) by IR. The light coming from the real object is superimposed with the

light coming from the virtual object. Let the scene be imaged through a linear

polarizer, by which we can select to sense the perpendicular or the parallel

components (g? and gk, respectively) of the observed light coming from the

scene. Thus, the two raw images are:

g? = IR ~R?=2 + IT ~T?=2 gk = IR ~Rk=2 + IT ~Tk=2 ; (12)
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Fig. 2. [Top]: The slices in which either of the transparent layers is focused. [Middle
row]: The basic solution (m = 1). [Bottom row]: Recovery with m = 5.
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Fig. 3. [Top]: Raw images: the far layer is focused when viewed with a wide aperture,
and with a \pinhole" setup. [Bottom]: The basic recovery.

for initially unpolarized natural light. Solving these equations for the two images

we obtain the estimated intensities of the layers as a function of an assumed angle

of incidence, ':

ÎT (') =

"
2 ~R?(')

~R?(')� ~Rk(')

#
gk �

"
2 ~Rk(')

~R?(') � ~Rk(')

#
g? (13)

ÎR(') =

"
2� 2 ~Rk(')

~R?(')� ~Rk(')

#
g? �

"
2� 2 ~R?(')

~R?(') � ~Rk(')

#
gk : (14)

Therefore, the layers are recovered by simple weighted subtractions of the raw

images. Moreover, the equation for ÎT is distinct from the equation for ÎR, so

the separate layers are automatically labeled as reected/transmitted (i.e., vir-

tual/real). Note, however, that the weights in these subtractions are functions

of the angle at which the invisible (but semireecting) medium is inclined with

respect to the viewer.
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Fig. 4. The raw images. [Left]: g?. [Right]: Although the reected component is smaller
in gk, the image is still unclear.

3.2 The Inclination of the Invisible Surface

In case the angle of incidence used in the reconstruction process is not the true

inclination angle of the surface 'true, each recovered layer will contain traces of

the complimentary layer (crosstalk). In an experiment we performed [19, 21], a

scene composed of several objects was imaged through an upright glass window.

The window semi-reected another scene (virtual object). A linear polarizer

was rotated in front of the camera between consecutive image acquisitions. The

reected layer is attenuated in gk (Fig. 4) but its disturbance is still signi�cant,

since 'true = 27:5o � 3o, was far from the Brewster angle 56o (at which the

reection disappears in gk). Having assumed that the true angle of incidence is

unknown, ' was guessed. As seen in Fig. 5, when the angle was underestimated

negative traces appeared in the reconstruction (bright areas in ÎR are darker

than their surroundings in ÎT ). When the angle was overestimated, the traces

are positive (bright areas in ÎR are brighter than their surroundings in ÎT ). When

the correct angle is used, the crosstalk is removed, and the labeled layers are well

separated.

An automatic way to detect this angle is by seeking the reconstruction that

minimizes the mutual information between the estimated layers, in a similar

manner to the procedure of section 2.3:

'̂ = argmin
'

In[ÎT ('); ÎR(')] : (15)

In this experiment In is minimized at ' = 25:5o. The angle at which the esti-

mated layers are decorrelated is ' = 27o (Fig. 5). Both these values are within

the experimental error of the physical measurement of 'true. Note that the cor-

relation sign is consistent with the \positive/negative" traces when the assumed

angle is wrong.

The reconstruction of the real layer (ÎT ) in the experiment is more sensitive

to an error in the angle of incidence, than the reconstruction of the virtual layer

(ÎR). In Fig. 5 the contamination in the estimated ÎR by IT is hardly visible,

if at all. On the other hand, the contamination in the estimated ÎT by IR is
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estimation of the angle, negative or positive traces of the complementary layer appear,
respectively. This is also seen in the increase of mutual information and in the corre-
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with Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The relative contamination of the each layer, per 1o of error in the angle of
incidence, if the reected contribution is as bright as the transmitted one (after the
incidence on a glass window).

more apparent. This result is consistent with a theoretical prediction published

in Ref. [21]. In that work, the relative contamination of each recovered layer by

its complimentary was derived. It was normalized by the \signal to noise ratio"

of the layers when no polarizer is used. We outline here just the �nal result of

the �rst-order derivation from Ref. [21]. Fig. 6 plots (solid line) the �rst order

of cT , which is the theoretical relative contamination of the transmitted layer

by the virtual layer. It is much larger than the relative contamination cR of the

recovered reected layer by the real layer (dashed line).

According to Fig. 6, at 'true = 27o, ÎT will be � 8% contaminated by IR per

1o error in '. Thus for the 10o error of Fig. 5 we get � 80% contamination (if

the �rst order approximation still holds), when the reected contribution is as

bright as the transmitted one. If the reection is weaker, the contamination will

be proportionally smaller. On the other hand, ÎR will be just � 3% contaminated

by IT at 10o error from 'true, when the reected contribution is as bright as the

transmitted one. This is the reason why in this experiment ÎR appears to be

much more robust to the angle error than ÎT .

4 Discussion

This paper concentrated on the analysis of multi-valued images that occur when

looking through a semi-reecting surface, such as a glass window.We have shown

that two raw images suÆce to separate the two contributing layers. Polarization

cues enable the labeling of each of the layers as real or virtual. They also enable

the extraction of information on the clear semi-reecting surface itself (its incli-

nation in space). However, it seems to be very diÆcult to use this approach if the

problem is scaled to more than two contributing layers. Another shortcoming of
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this approach is that it is not applicable if the transparent layers do not involve

reections (as occur in volumetric specimens).

The distance cue can easily be scaled for cases where there are more than two

layers. Actually, it is used in volumetric specimens (which may have a continuum

of layers), based on the focus cue. Our demonstration is de�nitely not limited

to the focus/defocus cue, since defocus blur, motion blur, and stereo disparity

have similar origins [14] and di�er mainly in the scale and shape of the kernels.

Therefore, the success of the methods that are based on defocus blur is an

encouraging step towards understanding and demonstrating the estimation of the

motion PSFs or stereo disparities in transparent scenes from as few as 2 images,

and recovering the layers from them. However, if a small baseline suÆces to

separate the layers, then a method based on defocus blur may be preferable since

depth from defocus is more stable with respect to perturbations and occlusions

than methods that rely on stereo or motion, for the same physical dimensions

of the setup [14]. On the other hand, methods that rely on distance cues seem

to have an inherent ill-conditioning at the low frequency components, and a

labeling ambiguity in cases of semi-reections.

In microscopy and in tomography, the suggested method for self calibration

of the PSF can improve the removal of crosstalk between adjacent slices. How-

ever, in these cases signi�cant correlation exists between adjacent layers, so the

correlation criterion may not be adequate. This is therefore a possible direction

for future research.

Since methods relying of distance cues somewhat complement methods that

rely of polarization cues, fusion of these cues for separating semi-reections is

a promising research direction. The ability to separate transparent layers can

be utilized to generate special e�ects. For example, in Ref. [2, 10] images were

rendered with each of the occluding (opaque) layers defocused, moved and en-

hanced independently. The same e�ects, and possibly other interesting ones can

now be generated in scenes containing semireections.

We thank Ronen Basri for his helpful advice, and Alex Bekker for helping to set

up the experiments.
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